According to algebraic geometers, a degeneration of projective varieties is a smooth holomorphic family TT : X -» A with the following property: the fiber Xt -7r~1(t) are smooth except for £ = 0. Assume that the central fiber XQ is a reduced divisor with normal crossings. In [T], G. Tian proved the convergence of complete Kahler-Einstein metrics as t -* 0 for two cases: 1) On Xt when Xt has ample canonical line bundle for t ^ 0, 2) On Xt\V when Kxt +'DC\Xt is ample for t ^ 0, where V is a divisor of X. In case 1) the result can be stated as In this paper, we prove the same result without assuming that no three divisors have nonempty intersection. The key observation is that Lemma 1.5 in [T] can be weakened. We will prove our result in a larger setting. Before stating the main theorem of this paper we make several definitions. 
(i) As a topological space, M \J2 ^-Cjj is M,
(ii) For a point p e M \ UCj, we take a small neighborhood U disjoint from UCj, and consider (U,id) as a local uniformization, (iii) For a point p in some Cj, without loss of generality, assume p e ( n iCj) \ ( u /c+iCj) for some k. We take a small neighborhood U of p with coordinate system (z 1 ,--, z n ) such that Cj is defined by zi = 0 for j = 1, (ii) A family of Kahler V-metrics gt on M {JT^^-CA is said to converge in C 2 -topology if gt converge in C 2 -topology on M \ (UC^) and p^gt converge in C 2 -topology on U for each p E UCj. (ii) D is called to be ample modulo another divisor E if for every effective reduced curve C on X which is not contained in E, D • C > 0.
Let rrij be a family of natural numbers(l < j < 712). Let TT : X -> A be a degeneration of projective varieties with two divisors C and V satisfying the following assumptions.
(1) Xt is smooth for t 7^ 0 and XQ is a union of smooth hypersurfaces Xoi(l <i< ni) in X with normal crossings, The following is the main theorem of this paper which provides a sufficient condition on the convergence of this family of metrics QEJ as t goes to 0. In section 1 we construct families of Kahler V-metrics on {X \ (V U Sing(Xo))) (XIj=i ^^o) with prescribed asymptotic behavior near XQ \ (Sing(Xo) U Do). In section 2 we prove Theorem 0.1 using the estimates in [TY] and results from section 1.
The authors thank Gang Tian for helpful discussions.
Construction of family of Kahler V-metrics with asymptotic behavior.
In this section we adopt the notations used in introduction. For each i(l<i<ni), we choose a neighborhood Ui of XQI in X such that U^DU^ = 0 when XQ^ n Xoi 2 = 0, where U^ and Ui 2 denote the closure of U^ and Ui 2 respectively. We fix a relative volume V on X. Without loss of generality, we assume X = U^C/i. Let Vi be the local representation of the relative volume form V on Ui, in particular, for each t E A, Vi\x t is the volume form of Xt fl Ui. We denote by U^.
Now we begin to construct a family of Kahler V-metrics with the asymptotic behavior. Let s; be the defining section of line bundle [Xw] . By Lemma 1.1 and 1.2 in [T] , there are Hermitian metrics || ||; of line bundles [Xoi] on X satisfying(l < i < ni):
(1) ||si||i = 1 outside Ui, (2) ||« 1 || 1 ...||s ni || ni = |t|onAr, (3) II \\l ■ % = II \\l ■ V i2 on U h n U i2 , 1 < i ly i 2 < m. on^n(X t \(CiuA))
In order to see that these volume forms Vu can be glued together to give a global volume form Vt, we simply observe that on
Simple computations show: for t ^ 0, on 17* n (Xt \ (Ct U A)), ns (ii) There are positive numbers e and 6 independent of a such that the radius of B a is between £ and 6.
(iii) There exists constant C such that . Let AJ = {^ G C : 0 < |w| < 6} and A^ = {w G C : |ty| < 6}, then we may identify U xo with (A^) il+A:i x (A^) 71-^" * 1 , where 5 > 0 only depends on Xo, Co, and Do-We will construct quasi-coordinate on U xo such that the pullback of go has bounded geometry. The following two lemmas are well-known (see e.g. [TY, p. 602] (^-l^l^-^y-log^/i,))^ (1-W )(e'-*) 2 
dv l + d\oghi
From the fact that limx -> oox p exp(-x) = 0 for any real number p, it is east to see that in (1.4) the first two terms are equivalent to a Euclidean metric on A^, the next two terms are very small since we may choose rji
2°
close to 1, the last term is positive and bounded. It is straight forward to check that F*LJO has bounded geometry.
(ii) We show that gt has uniformly bounded curvature tensor for t / 0 small. It is known that outside a neighborhood of Sing(Xo), gt has uniformly bounded geometry ( [TY] ). It suffices to bound curvature tensor Rm(gt) on some neighborhood of Sing(Xo). For any XQ G Sing(Xo), for simplicity, we assume that XQ G (nji^oj) n ( On the uniformization p^ : U XQ -> C/^Q we have coordinate system (n; 1 , • • • , w n+1 ). We may identify U Xo with (AJ)* 1 x (As) 71 -* 1 , where 6 > 0 only depends on Af, C, and P. Then u xo np£(X t )
Assume \\vk\\k = ^fcl^l 2 and ||sj||/ = hi\w l \ 2 for k -1, ■ ■ ■ ,ki, I = n + 2 -ii, ■ ■ ■ , n +1. By the definition of metric gt, we have (here we take i = n +1 in the definition of Vn)
where b is a smooth function of 1-1 n -n t t 
IL=n+2-ii

El v T + dlogfH) A I -^ + dloght)
i-^V 1 ** 6 !*! ., ". where C is a constant independent of t. Since usin ^ > ^x for 0 < (ii) For any compact set K C X \ (V U Sing(Xo)) ; there is a uniform constant CK depending on K but independent of t and x such that n + Ag t (p t < C K .
Proof (i) Let XQ be the point where e~C ipt ( x \n + Ag t ipt(x)) attains its maximum. Note that in [Yl] this second-order derivative estimate of cp is bounded by a constant depending only on supf and sup(-Agf) for the complex Monge-Apmere equation (ujg + dd(p) n = e^^ujg. Using Lemma 1.2 and 1.5, we have the following estimate n + A^^(^o) ^ C by the same computations as the second-order derivative estimate in [Yl] using quasi-coordinate system. On the other hand, from Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 1.5, we have -M x ) < Mx) + C < C + C. So e-<*P**o){n + A^^t^o)) is uniformly bounded.
(ii) Prom Lemma 2.1, for any compact set K C X \ (V U Sing(Xo)), we can find CK such that for any x in K, \<pt(x)\ < CK> NOW (ii) follows form (i).
□
Corollary 2.1. For any compact set K C X \ (V U Sing(Xo)); there is a constant CK depending on K but independent of t such that sup {I^UVj^l : 1 < k < 3} < C K .
XtDK
Proof. By working in the quasi-coordinate system, we can show that (p t + ft has uniformly bounded C 2 ' a -norm on any compact set if (the proof is the same as the proof of Lemma 1.4 in [TY] ). In the proof we need to use Lemma 2.1 above. The third derivative estimate of ip t follows using Lemma 2.2 and the arguments in [Yl] . □ Now we conclude the proof of Theorem 0.1. For any sequence <^., by a diagonalizing argument using Corollary 2.1, we can find a subsequence which converges in the sense of Cheeger-Gromov under C 2, 2 -topology on (Xo \DoU Sing(Zo)) fe ^CjoY Let cp t . be any convergent sequence and (pco be the limit on (XQ \DOU Sing(Xo)) fe ^j C jo\ tlien b y Lemma 1.1 g Et . will converge to a Kahler-Einstein V-metric gE,o outside Sing(Xo) in the sense of Cheeger-Gromov. We now prove that V-metric gE,o is complete. Fix a point P on (XQ \DOU Sing(Xo)) (j2 ^CJO) , let Q be another point close to Sing(Xo) and ^j t be defined as in Lemma 1.1. Then the distance between ^/^(P) and <^(Q) defined by metric gt. can be chosen arbitrary large if Q is close enough to Sing(Xo) and i is large enough. This is also true for the distance between <^.(P) and QpfaiQ) defined by metric QE^ • On the other hand if we choose i large enough, this distance approaches the distance between P and Q defined by metric ^o-So gEfi is complete ([Y2] , p.474). However, the complete Kahler-Einstein Vmetric on {XQ \ DQ U Sing(Xo)) (j2 ^7^0) is uniqueQTY]), g Eft = gsfl.
